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National Geographic Readers
Planes
"Over 1,111 answers to everything"--Cover.
Presents an introduction to bats, discussing their
physical characteristics, habitat, feeding habits, and
predators.
Describes different types of trucks.
Developed by National Geographic in consultation
with literacy education experts, a series of highinterest, exciting and easy-to-read books contain
simple text, National Geographic photography and
kid-friendly design, as well as loads of information
about subjects that really matter to kids.
Simultaneous.
Provides answers to commonly asked questions
such as "Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and
"Why do we see a rainbow?"
Provides facts about spiders, such as their habitat,
webs, and feeding habits.
Introduces airplanes, discussing how they work, the
history of aviation, and the impact of air travel on
how people live and work.
This high-interest, educationally vetted series of
National Geographic Pre-Readers uses visual
representation, repetition and recognition to teach
kids the most basic building blocks of reading.
Simultaneous.
"Explains the technologies and capabilities of the latest
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generation of Apache helicopters. Intended for grades 3
through 7 "--Provided by publisher.
An oversized lap edition of a colorful title shows a jet plane
with people inside, a seaplane landing on water, an airplane
dusting crops, an airplane writing a message, and a
helicopter flying over the city.
Introduces readers to butterflies and the process by which
they go from being an egg, to a caterpillar, to a chrysalis, and
finally to a butterfly.
Presents information about tornadoes and the damage that
they can cause, with facts, scientific explanations,
photographs, first-person accounts, and historical reports of
deadly tornadoes.
From dazzling gemstones to sparkling crystals to molten lava,
this brilliantly illustrated book introduces children to the
exciting world of rocks and minerals, including both the
building blocks and the bling. This level two reader, written in
easy-to-grasp text, will help cultivate the geologists of
tomorrow! This high-interest, educationally vetted series of
beginning readers features the magnificent images of
National Geographic, accompanied by texts written by
experienced, skilled children's book authors. The inside back
cover of the paperback edition is an interactive feature based
upon the book. Level 1 books reinforce the content of the
book with a kinesthetic learning activity. In Level 2 books
readers complete a Cloze letter, or fun fill-in, with vocabulary
words. Releases simultaneously in Reinforced Library
Binding: 978-1-4263-1039-3 , $13.90/$15.95 Can National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core
Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information. From the Trade Paperback edition.
From military planes to the commercial jumbo jet to space
shuttles, the Big Book of Airplanes is a spectacular look at a
subject that fascinates kids. Find out how farmers use planes
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to help manage their crops and get a look at the brightly
colored planes at an airshow and find out how their designs
help them pull off exciting stunts and acrobatics. Each type of
plane gets its own spread and features multiple images to
give kids a look inside. Captions and text on the page go into
detail about how each plane operates and the different tasks
it performs from the ultralight planes that are used for sport to
the seaplanes that can land on water. With striking images
and informative text, Big Book of Airplanes is the perfect
guide for young readers who want to learn more about
different aircrafts used around the world.
Choo Choo! Kids love trains! Especially the old-timey steam
engines found in amusement parks and zoos. But what about
a super-speeder in Japan that zooms on the track at 361
miles per hour? Or the world's longest freight train, stretching
on for a whopping 4.6 miles? Or futuristic railways in the sky?
In this level 1 reader, young readers will discover a whole
new way of looking at trains! National Geographic supports
K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Bomber aircraft are important to militaries around the world
that need to destroy large targets. Readers will learn what
makes these aircraft bombers, their capabilities,
crewmembers, and much more. Big full-bleed photographs,
new glossary terms, and a close up look at an aircraft will
keep readers wanting more! Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids
Jumbo is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.

The Caldecott Medal-winning creator of The Way
Things Work introduces youngsters to the
mechanical science of jet planes that recreates an
airplane ride while explaining how powerful engines,
specially designed wings and cockpit controls work
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together to enable a jet's flight. Simultaneous.
Cars that ZOOM! Trains that ZIP! Planes that speed
through the sky. This energizing early reader from
National Geographic introduces kids to the many
modes of transportation. Kids love to read about
things that go. Perfect for beginning and young
readers, National Geographic Pre-readers include
simple, expert-vetted text and large, engaging
photos on every page. A vocabulary tree at the
beginning of the book introduces kids to key words in
concept groups, helping kids make connections
between words. Plus, a wrap-up activity gives kids a
chance to use what they've learned, while expanding
their understanding of the world.
"Level 3 fluent reader"--Page 4 of cover.
Trials bike riding is more about agility and balance
than it is speed. This requires a certain type of
motorcycle. Young readers will learn how trials bikes
are built to suit the needs of their riders.
Provides information about the Earth's water,
including rivers, lakes, oceans, the water cycle,
climate, water pollution, and conservation.
Introduces coral reefs, including how they are made,
where they are in the world, and why the world's
coral reefs are in danger.
Young readers learn all about insects in this new Prereader from National Geographic Kids. Through text
features such as a vocabulary tree and wrap-up
activity, kids will be introduced to vocabulary in
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concept groups, helping them make connections
between words and expand their understanding of
the world. Along with brilliant photos and a fun
approach to reading, National Geographic Readers
are a winning formula with kids, parents, and
educators.
PlanesNational Geographic Books
How cool is a supersonic jet that can zip, dip, and
zoom through the air? Or a helicopter that hovers as
still as a hummingbird? In this 32-page beginning
reader, a real-life pilot introduces kids to the greatest
planes that ever flew. Enticing photographs and
fascinating facts ensure that a child’s natural
curiosity is both inspired AND satisfied. Like each
book in this successful series, Planes offers a highexcitement topic from a trusted content provider.
National Geographic supports K-12 educators with
ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
He’s quick. He’s silent. He has five rows of deadly
teeth. Chomp! Meet the shark—the fish who ruled the
deep before dinosaurs roamed the Earth! This fish
has soft cartilage so he can glide, twist, and turn
before his prey can say "gulp!" He can smell a single
drop of blood in 25 million drops of ocean. He can
feel electricity given off by his prey. He will lose and
replace more than 10,000 teeth in his lifetime. Cool
photos bring kids into the shark’s world. Fun facts
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go deep into the shark’s scary science.
100 fun facts for kids about all kinds of volcanoes.
From the world of Cars soars Planes: Fire & Rescue,
a comedy-adventure featuring a quirky crew of elite
firefighting aircraft devoted to protecting historic
Piston Peak National Park from raging wildfires.
Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this fun and
exciting Step 2 Step into Reading reader!
They’re SSSSLITHERY! SLIPPERY! They creep us
out! But get to know them and you’ll find snakes
private, quiet types who just want a cool, shady
place to call home. From the tip of their forked
tongues, to skin that sheds, to the rattles on certain
tails, these creatures have secrets all kids will love.
Cool photos and fun facts slip us inside their
surprising world.
Cars that ZOOM! Trains that ZIP! Planes that speed
through the sky. This energizing early reader from
National Geographic will introduce kids to all kinds of
modes of transportation.
Who can resist trucks? They’re loud. They’re
complicated. They have wheels twice as tall as your
dad. Trucks! has many cool images of the trucks we
know and love. There are also curiosities like the $3
million mining truck that’s "like driving a house." This
level 1 text is revved up with sound words and
images to steer young readers on the road to
reading success. National Geographic supports K-12
educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
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www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
"Information about the stars in the sky for very young
children"-Mechanical engineers design machines to improve
transportation, explore the solar system, and save lives.
Mechanical Engineering in the Real World examines the
history of this branch of engineering, what mechanical
engineers do today, and what's next for the field. Easy-toread text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give
readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a
table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional
resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Core
Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.
Little pilots can learn all about exciting airplanes and
famous aviators in this high-flying Little Golden Book!
Climb aboard and soar the skies with this adventurefilled look at a subject all children are fascinated by:
airplanes! Full of exciting illustrations, simple sentences,
and unbelievable facts and stories about some of the
most memorable aviators (the Wright brothers, Charles
Lindberg, Bessie Coleman, Amelia Earhart) and
airplanes (the Concorde, the B-2, the 747), My Little
Golden Book About Airplanes is a celebration of the
dreamers and doers of aviation.
All aboard for a fun and fascinating exploration of the
many kinds of trains and what they do. There are also
clear definitions and "cool things about trains" that new
readers will enjoy discovering.
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Learn all about the cars of the future! Exciting photos
and informative text introduce readers to self-driving
cars. Read about car parts, advances in technology, the
future of self-driving cars, and more.
Discusses various types of planes and their different
functions and uses.
Simple text and photographs describe the plants,
animals, and bodies of water that a bunny can see in the
forest.
Car, trucks, planes, trains, bikes, gondolas, and even
funiculars--there are so many ways to get around! Set
out on a journey around the world to discover just how
many vehicles we use to get from here to there. Whether
you're canoeing down a river, zooming in a maglev train,
or just simply walking, people are always on the move! In
this book, young readers will explore the ways we travel
through water, on land, and in the sky. National
Geographic Kids Readers have been a hit in the
beginning reader category, and this book builds upon
that success with a new approach--parents and children
reading together. With the same combination of careful
text, brilliant photographs, and fun approach to highinterest subjects that has proved to be a winning formula
with kids, National Geographic Co-readers provide one
page of adult read-aloud and one page of kid read-aloud
text on each spread, building toward a collaborative
reading experience.
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